
Contents of the Security of Supply Statement in GAS
former Yugoslav Repubic of 

Macedonia
Kosovo* Moldova Ukraine

Diversity of supply and geographical origin of imported fuels yes n/a yes yes Treaty

Description of the gas system yes n/a yes yes

Technological security and quality and level of the maintenance of the networks no
n/a

yes yes
Treaty

Legal acts governing security of gas supply including PSOs yes basic yes yes

Current levels of gas consumption [bcm] and expectations for the next three years (i.e. 2018-2020); 
level of peak demand basic

n/a
basic only current levels

Currently available production, storage (working, injection, withdrawal capacity) and import 
capacity [bcm] for the next three years (i.e. 2018-2020) yes

n/a
basic only current levels

Forthcoming production, storage, transmission and interconnections investment for the next three 
years:
–      authorised
–      actually in process of construction

yes

n/a

yes basic

Role of gas in TPEC and in power generation; use of gas basic n/a yes no

Definition of all protected customers/their share in peak demand and annual consumption basic
n/a

no no

Defined roles and responsibilities of the different gas market players (role of regulatory or other 
authorities inclusive) in achieving security of supply general policies yes yes basic partialy (only TSO)

Minimum non-discriminatory and transparent security standards no n/a basic no

Measures in place to curtail consumers in an emergency (restriction order); Specific customers 
protection measures during: a partial disruption of national gas supplies/extremely cold 
temperatures throughout a peakperiod/cold weather “1 in 20 years”; measures to cover peak 
demand

basic
n/a

no no

All potential cooperation measures with other Contracting parties, EU Member States and other 
neighbouring countries yes

n/a
no no

Competitive impact on all gas market players of the set of measures designated to secure supply no n/a basic no

Extent of long-term gas supply contracts concluded by companies established and registered on 
their territory, and in particular their remaining duration, based on information provided by the 
companies concerned, but excluding commercially sensitive information, and the degree of 
liquidity of the gas market

basic

n/a

yes no

The regulatory incentives for new investments yes n/a no no

N-1 formula calculation no n/a no no

Disruption scenario - loss of a major infrastructure basic n/a no no

Identification of risks no n/a basic no


	Covered in 2017

